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PROART
Interior
Design
Solutions

TOTAL NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS SERVED IN 2017

TOTAL NUMBER OF DELIVERED PROJECTS 
OVER THE MIDDLE EAST REGION

NUMBER OF ON GOING PROJECTS TO BE DELIVERED BY 2020

TOTAL PROJECTS

250
105
10

Contents

09    Hotels

15    Offices & Commercial Spaces

25    Restaurants and F&B Outlets

Explore luxury, simplicity, and comfort in our hotels located all
around Saudi Arabia

Discover our capabilities in utilizing and optimizing Commercial Spaces

See how we apply brand identity, and represent the outlet’s concept
in an innovative way to meet Developer Expectations.
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VISION

Our firm sets consumer loyalty as a definitive objective in all aspects of our business because 
we believe in consumer loyalty, in other means satisfaction, is a long haul duty that you will
benefit continuously from over the years.

In PROART, we treat our clients as partners rather than just customers because we believe 
that making partners vests them in you and your company, and together, identifying the 
needs and pointing out the best solutions accompanied with hard work, eventually leading to 
success.

We at PROART International take serious care in. employee development. We believe in
investing in enhancing the skills and aptitudes of our workers whom we see as the most
capable, talented, professionals in the area.

While completely sticking to proficient and moral benchmarks, we set our objectives and
direct our changes to accomplish our business objective including large scale development 
and benifits come back to the investor.

Develop Proart to become the one of leading firms in the gulf region that specializes in unique
modern office and hotel solutions. While holding a strong position and reputation in the local
market.

About Us
PROART International is a dynamic organization
that handles Turnkey Interior Solutions for your
design projects.

Our aptitude is accomplished through a  
multiskilled group of designers, civil architects and 
IT specialists with sturdy capabilities to deal with 
all highlights identified within a project for our  
clients. A solid intelligent synergetic outline planwith  
customers that brings out internal conditions 
that come together flawlessly in both utilized  
and artistic way that meets their vision, creative 
thought, and objectives.
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Sister Companies
Proud to be a part of a network of high performing and successful firms

which adds strong value to our industry.

FITOUT TURNKEY SOLUTIONS AND DESIGN 

DESIGN, VALUE ENGINEERING AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND PROCUREMENT

REFURBISHMENT AND RENOVATION

FURNITURE SUPPLY & INSTALLATION

Proart’s main business action is the lay out planning of Motels / Hotels and resorts, business 
and so with an extent of works that incorporates all interior F,F&E completions such as  
(marble, floor finishes, wall finishes, joinery, gypsum, metalwork, glazing etc.), F,F&E and MEP 
all oversaw under a solitary contract with administrations that can incorporate esteem 
designing, procurement, site supervision and venture administration.

PROART has solid involvement in conveying world class quality fit outs to a specified budget.
We can give other options to the indicated products by contacting our suppliers to guaran-
tee that the design outlet is within the budget yet meets client’s expectations. Our unique 
solution designs is reached by joining our detailed and coordinated development with the 
creativity and ideal space planning of interior design experts from all around the world.  
By that, we always succeed in delivering the best results to the client while not exceeding 
their desierd target budget.

PROART are experts in fast redecorating all types of environments. We study the place 
closely with the client and consultant team to find out the best strategy to redecorate with 
minimal space loss and expenses but yet with a high quality execution results in a short 
period of time.

PROART and Designs group’s collaboration will result in manufacturing, supplying and
installing of all kinds of furniture from Egypt, Turkey and Italy and others Asian markets / 
international markets

Services and Solutions
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Hotels
Our philosophy in hospitality
projects is to keep it modern,
yet luxurious and
comfortable with local 
touches. We listed some
of our Hotel Turnkey Projects
that were both a challenge
and a big success.
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Ascott Tahlia
Ascott Tahlia Jeddah is situated in the heart of Jeddah along 
Tahlia Street, the city’s main commercial avenue. An ideal 
location for city living, residents will have easy access to many 
multinational companies, fashion boutiques, restaurants 
and cafés. The residence is also close to Bin Hamran, one of 
Jeddah’s most prominent shopping centers.

Consultation. We provide
consulting services from land
strategy, planning, facility
maintenance, all the way up
to operations and technology.
Our team is committed in
helping the client through a
approach that will help them
improve their business targets
relations and services.

IMPORTANT CRITERIAS IN HOTEL
TURNKEY PROJECTS:
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RED 
PILLOW
RED PILLOWS YOU’LL LOVE
Shop for red decorative throw pillows and find the 
perfect accent for your home. Enjoy Free Shipping on 
most stuff, even big stuff.

We believe that a unique
design is one of the most
important ways to attract
residents. We understand
the preferences of
millennial travelers and
establish our designs
upon that. Resulting with
a des ign whi c h i s a
combination of leisure,
comfort, and exclusivity.

DESIGN

Ascott Sari
Situated in the heart of Jeddah, Ascott Sari Jeddah is located 
directly on Sari Street, the city’s main commercial district. 
Find everything you need or want here, with a bounty of 
multinational companies, fashion boutiques, restaurants and 
cafés, all found within steps from the serviced residence.
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Working with multinational
firms is quite a challenge when
it comes to meeting the
standards of a brand identity at
a local presence. At PROART we
make sure that brand identity
of a project is applied perfectly
and meets the standards of the
mother company.  
(Citadine - Ascot group)

BRAND CHART ADAPTATION

Citadine Al Salama
Citadines Al Salamah Jeddah is located at the north and is 
within a 25-minute drive to the King Abdulaziz International 
Airport. Guests will be spoilt for choice by a slew of culinary 
hotspots available at their doorstep, from seafood cuisines 
to lively cafes and chain restaurants. Given the city’s close 
proximity to the Red Sea, seafood dominates the cuisine 
unlike other parts of the country, so don’t forget to have a 
fishy feast during your visit.
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RED 
PILLOW
RED PILLOWS YOU’LL LOVE
Shop for red decorative throw pillows and find the 
perfect accent for your home. Enjoy Free Shipping on 
most stuff, even big stuff.

Prudent planning in the
furnishing and fitting phase is
very important. We pay close
attention on material, quality,
functionality, and cost
effectiveness. We deliver world
class fit-outs and bring your
design to reality by combining
our detailed development with
the creativity and clever space
planning of our extensive list of
interior design experts locally
and internationally at the most
competitive pricing in the
industry.

FURNITURE AND FITINGS

Movinpick Jeddah
The Mövenpick Hotel Jeddah is located in Tahlia road. With King
Abdul Aziz International Airport being only 15 minutes away, and 
Jeddah’s center 5 minutes away, makes it a great place to stay in.
Residents will enjoy luxurious accommodation with elegant 
surroundings with an advantage proximity to famous Malls
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Translate the plan into action! 
We implement our plan to 
meet the client’s objectives and 
taste. In this phase, details mat-
ter. We keep a close eye on de-
tails to avoid any problems aris-
ing and (if any) found, resolving 
them simultaneously. We keep 
out client’s on board for every 
single thing we do. Reporting 
progress, complexities, chal-
lenges, and any other situations 
if any, to the clients on regular 
basis from the beginning of the 
project planning, up to the fi-
nalizing and asigning phase 
close out stages.

EXECUTION

Private villa 
Makkah Towers
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Offices& 
Commercial Spaces
We utilize commercial spaces in a way that fits the clients
expectations combining good space usage, functional and unique style.
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United 
Spectrums 
Holding
United Spectrums Holding Company is a real estate closed join stock
company intends to be a recognized player in the accommodation 
sector and other related business initiates crosswise over different 
targeted markets in Saudi Arabia.The organization’s targets are to 
create, procure, finance and effectively manage high end projects in 
Hospitality industry in Saudi’s prime cities.

At PROART, we provide you with 
our detailed and professional  
consultancy services by either  
giving you and your staff advices 
on,for example how to manage 
your office space, or provide you 
with a complete design and  
management plan from space 
planning and concept  
designing to visualization and  
Furniture selection.

CONSULTATION

CHALLENGES FACED WHEN
BUILDING A COMMERCIAL 
HOLDING:
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RED 
PILLOW
RED PILLOWS YOU’LL LOVE
Shop for red decorative throw pillows and find the 
perfect accent for your home. Enjoy Free Shipping on 
most stuff, even big stuff.

We make sure it is designed based 
on high international safety stan-
dards to maintain a stable, and 
healthy working environment

WELL-BEING AND SAFETY 
CONCERNS

Tawfeek  
Financial Group
Al Tawfeek Financial Group Company is a closed joint stock company
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 
The organization participates in resource and portfolio
administration,financial counseling,debt and equity arranging and as
so. The company is running in alliance with the Islamic Sharia.
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How much street traffic you will
get in a certain location? Is the
surrounding suitable for attracting
the target clientele? Check the
parking space, how much space
do you need for the employees
not forgetting the important
facilities like ladies and gents
bathroom, small kitchenette , a
conference room and so on.

LOOKING FOR THE IDEAL 
LOCATION.

Lamar are specialists in adaptable and innovative furnishing
arrangements and the powerful utilization of space on a total 
turnkey fit-out premise. It was established in 2009.

LAMAR  
Leasing office
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PINEAPPLE
SUNDAY MORNING
Structure and proportions usher in a 
new architecture of the sofa. White 
seems to be a composite of perfectly 
balanced shapes. The repetitive 
overlapping of ...

This is an integral part of any
design process. We care a lot
about quality and value.Our
unique solution designing is
reached by joining our
detailed and coordinated
development with the
creativity and ideal space
planning of interior design
experts from all around the
world. By that, we always
success in delivering the
best results to the client
without exceeding their
projected budget.

FURNITURE AND FITINGS

DAMAC Properties is the leading luxury real estate company since 2002, 
Conveying extravagance private, business and relaxation properties over the 
area, including the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Jordan, Lebanon and the Unified 
Kingdom. Making its stamp at the most noteworthy end of slick living, DAMAC 
Properties has solidified its place as the main extravagance designer in
the district, having conveyed more than 19.000 homes, with an advancement 
arrangement of more than 44,000 units at different phases of advance.

Damac  
Leasing Sales Center
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We apply severe and serious project  
management planning when it 
comes to budgeting and time line 
keeping track of our customer 
budget is a crucial process during 
execution and successful handing 
over.

BUDGETING

Self-catering number of villas that convey a modern and unique sense 
of style with a pool and a garden. All villas were suppled with a washing 
machine, a flat screen TV and a telephone. Located in Jeddah, just 5 
minutes’ drive from Jeddah’s Corniche.

Saudi  
airlines Villa
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PINEAPPLE
SUNDAY MORNING
Structure and proportions usher in a 
new architecture of the sofa. White 
seems to be a composite of perfectly 
balanced shapes. The repetitive 
overlapping of ...

While implementing our
plan and get things
started, we keep a close
eye on details. In the
execution phase we use
an integrated set of
methods to help us reach
the client’s goals and
expectations.We keep our
clients up to date with
every step and every
progress we are making.

EXECUTION

IMS focuses on pushing healthcare forward by conveying coordinated 
data and innovative solutions. Healthcare facilities everywhere are 
endeavoring to upgrade veritable patient outcomes by delivering new 
treatments and superior care. Healthcare stakeholders depend on IMS for 
gathering new data, new methodologies, and technology. 

IMS
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Not only room spacing is import-
ant, we also need to consider the
printers,machines,cabinets,
and other office equipments
that might occupy your  
movement flow and circulation.
We ensure in obtaining a
flexible office space area as to
prevent paying extra
expenses for space that you
may need in the future.

SOLVING THE OFFICE SPACE 
CHALLENGE.

Is one of the most aspiring companies that’s expanding both locally and
internationally, keeping hold on its development in the market. They 
believe in having a huge chance to lead the market in the field of: Land, 
property improvement, office administration and so on.

Najib Al Issa 
Office
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We help F&B outlets in building a strong brand identity and personality to stand out in an
industry full of competitors.
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Vapaino
Italians’ love for food, freshness, and enjoying eating with others is
translated in the design of their restaurants. And that is what 
Vapiano presents, enjoying tasty food together, talking, having a 
good time, in a cosy atmosphere. When entering the restaurant, the 
first thing that will catch your eye is the 100 year old olive tree in 
the middle of the place. An interesting thing is that the restaurant 
is running on self-service. You give your order directly to the chef 
who will start making it infront of you. While waiting for
your order, the view of the long panels and the chefs cooking 
delicious food infront of you will amuse you

First things first, location. 
This is one of the biggest factors 
than can make or simply real 
your success in this business. 
Your location
must integrate well with
your restaurant’s concept.
Such as, you won’t open a 
higher-end italian cuisine in the 
suberbs or a rural area!

IMPORTANT THINGS TO CONSIDER
WHEN MAKING A RESTAURANT:
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Le Notre
Is a fancy boutique offering delicious confectionaries made 
of high quality selected ingredients , and served in innovative 
ways..
The founder of Le Notre is chef Gaston Lenore who made sure 
that quality and taste are always delivered in his confectionaries 
throughout the time.

Defining the three W’s (Who
are you? What are you doing?
Why are you doing it) gives us
the basics of the brand’s
purpose, value and belief.
Focusing on what makes you
different is very crucial. This
way you will know your
strengths and build your
reputation upon that. Also
identifying your target market,
understanding who are your
competitors, and having an
idea about what the market
holds like income,
population,etc will help you be
on the right track regarding the
concept, design, and pricing of
the items.

BRAND IDENTITY,POSITIONING,
AND PROMISES
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Costa cafe
This branch is located on Sari street. A perfect location to 
attract coffee lovers. The inside uncovers a nice vibe and 
fresh environment where our visitors can enjoy a momentous 
espresso encounter.

A client wants his brand identity
to be reflected in the design
and interior in a way that
stands out. A good design is a
combination of the owner’s 
personal taste and the
restaurant’s concept. capitalizing
on what will be more attractive to 
the target audience. Such as open-
ing a cafe targeting the youth, the 
design will be more of a modern, 
fresh look with facilities to attract 
the youth like a pool table,Wifi
access, maybe Tv’s and
playstation too!

DEVELOPING A UNIQUE STYLE
AND LOOK.



CONTACT
Interior Design

Our Customers

Address: 
KSA - Jeddah
Madinah Road, Adex Center,
9th floor, Office No. 903 
Telephone: +966 12 616 9985
Fax: +966 12 616 9986

Al Madinah
Telephone: +966 14 831 6100
Fax: +966 14 831 6753

Mobile: +966 554 6666 68
Email: info@PROART-int.com
Website: www.PROART-int.com
f m.facebook.com/proartinternational
t @proart13




